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When I was thinking about what topic to pick for my 
inaugural lecture I had no problem picking the present 

I one on back pain. In many quarters my name has be- 
come synonymous with back pain and its treatment. In 
fact one of the congratulatory letters I got after my 

I chair was announced said: "Mr. Back Pain; so you 
made i t  to the top despite your problem". Many of you 
here today who have suffered but have been 'cured' 
under my torturing hands can confirm this. 

This lecture intends to look at the nature of back 
pain and the conventional management of this irksome 
syndrome. A large portion of the presentation will 
focus on the use of manipulative therapy in its treat- 
ment. This of course, is the area where I have made 
my professional and schola(;tic contribution. This will 
be followed by hints on its prevention and then recom- 
mendations. 

i 
I 

THE NATURE OF BACK PAIN 
Likc the common cold, back pain represents one of 

the most common menacing complaints seen in clinical 
practice. When it persists for Ions periods, it may con- 
sritute :I diwbility which tries the patience of the most 

I stoical inrlividu:ll as well ;is the physician \vIio treats 
I 

the suffering victim. Back pain i s  merely :i symptom 

1 drscription that incl~rclcs two main components. First, 
I tl?ere is pain tli:lt is experienced or perceived on the 

I ~ l c k  s ~ ~ r k l c e  of the body, an area that extendq from the 
occiput to the gl~tteal folds and outwarcis to the lateral 

1 m;~rgins of the neck and trunk. Secondly, there is pain 
presumed to arise from b:~ck structures, particularly, 
the vertebral column and its related tissues; this ex- 



in a manner that pleases the eye. 
In epidemiological studies performed in Sweden, tends the concept to emhracc a varietv of coniplaints 

referred to the shoulder region and the leg. 
Despite its occasional failures at in-opportune mo- 

ments, the back is a marvel of biological engineering 
It is not only the body's principal scaffolding, on nhicll 
the skull, ribs, pelvis and shoulder hone5 are all 
anchored, it also serves as the major conduit for the 
bundle of nerves - the spinal cord -that lir% the brain 
with other parts of the body. 

The spine consists basically of hones called ver- 
tebrae which are separated and cushioned by pads 
called discs. So artfully are they sculptured that they fit 
neatly into one another. An intricate swtem of 
rnuqcles, tendons and ligamentc keeps the cnlumn from 
collapsing. From the base of the ckull !hro;~rh to the 
bottom of the tailbone, there are thirty-three or some- 

~ n ~ l a n d '  and israel? it has been demonstrated that 70- 
80 percent of the populations in modem industrialized 
societies will suffer from back pain sometime during 
their active years, the majority between 20-55 years of 
age. Our experience in Ife supports this degree cf 
prevalence.4 The huge economic toll which back pai 
takes on cornrnunitie_s is unquestionable. Great Britai 
for instance loses about 5 million working days a ye; 
due to back pain among workers? Americans, in the: 
often futile quest for relief, now spend $5 billion a ye; 
for tests and treatment by a dizzying array of bac 
specialists, including orthopaedists, osteopaths, phys 
cal therapists, and chiropractors, to say nothing of selr- 
styled gurus who promote every manner of cure. Bil- 
lions more are paid out in disability claims, lawsuit 
awards and other settlements resulting from back in- 
juries. 

times thirty-four vertehrae contained in five cections or 
regions. There are seven vertebrae in the neck or ccnri- 
cal region; twelve in mid-hack, known as the thoracic 
or dorsal region (these are the vertebrae attached to CAUSES OF BACK PAIN 

When discussing back pain in this lecture, I will b, 
referring to the so-called idiopathic or the cornmoi, 
back pain. One is not unaware of the fact that some 
conditions may disguise themselves in the form of back 
pain. These include cancerous growths in the vertebrae 
or at distant parts of the body, visceral problems like . .. 

I 1 

1 1  

kldney stones or gravid uterus, dissecting aortic 

the ribs); and five vertebrae, the largect of the lot. in 
+he lev, hack or lumbar regian. The +wn immobile sec- 
tions are the sacrum and the coccy~. 

1 
I 

To  appreciate the architectur:.l complexity +he I 

5pin;ll column one muqt realize that  thew :Ire three 
iointq 3' ~'lc11 ~ei-tebr:l~ level. At the tll~racic !evcl we 
11eve tvS9 extra joint. in each of the 12 levels formed by 

I 
the head of the rib and the hody of the vertebra. Rack 
pain could cmnnate from anyone or more of these 
joints. These joints are the series of csrtilaginous joints 1 
bet~veen the vertebral bodies and a series of synovial 
ioints between the vertebral arches. all fitting together B 

" 
aneurysm, t u b e r ~ ~ ~ ~ &  spine, ankylosing spondylitis 
and so on. These conditions fortunately constitute only 
a minuscule percentage of back pain among patients. 

In anthropological circles, it is believed that back 
pain is the price that man is paying for changing from 



tile qlladruped to the hipec!::! posi:ion nvrr :\ pcriod 
over a million and half vex';. The inseciivora nie now 
recognized ns the probahle ancestors of all pl;tccnt~l 
momrn:~ls. Prom this origin thc p!accnt:,ls hr :~nch i" 
n:lnlr directions and alon!: :i pre2t v:trictu or ,vo!~.!!ir>n- 

. . 
2 2 .  ;lylcc. recently : ,cccpf~( thr m:!T- 
I nre rjividcr' into 1n.g . : <  ' I  2:; 

co$nr?p: u n ~ ~ ~ i c ~ l l a i n ,  clirrc, n ~ i  , I  .:.*. 1 is 
~ 1 z ~ ~ c d  9,s a prim2tr un4-r tht- ~ ~ h n r '  i~~?yl~ic~~~:lt: ' .  
!c!~:Y& mammals). .rtie ~TOC.:ES of evolil!i"~~ which 
to,:.?? T I P ?  from the @on.r!nrnerl j?ositiaq !n t k  ~ C ' F C ' L  

npnition 'lad specific effect5 or. 5ndv hr~r: . i~ns .  S i m e  
of these were: 
1. The sire of the lower limbs and tr~1r.l: \.rr*.,? i l -  

creased. 
2. The strength of the ertencor muscles increnccd. 

while the strength of the flexor muscles dpcrelqed. 
3. There was an increace in the nurnhcr or neuromus- 

cular mechanisms involved iq order to achie\lc and 
maintain balance and these permitted a gren!?r de- 
gree of eye-hnnd coordination. 
The circulatov sys:em tool: 2 ~~~~~~~dt? .;'[:2 i l  
T~~~~ Qf tile 2stcr;;l! b l ~ ~ o ~ ~  ~ ~ : : I ~ - : ~ ~ ~ : I ~  t'.~,: ?7?.:)l1, :: I(.' .. , . rrorE :.qd-., ! ~ ~ , . t , e r  !, c- 3:; the \ ~ r , no~~s  hlrd ref~lnlc!: 

, T *  >.,;-*,.,. 
to . +hi. - 3 ~ ; ~ r : .  30'11 ;?:tc? '9 C!~lJRt?7:??t .. 
T + ~  cpl,pir;!tij, ~:~i;;~ql a;:\,< nnt ::c ~ ' ~ P ~ ' I v ^  , l r -  'P - .  

alJ:ldrapcd poxition ~ i n c ~  iflr i i~V i r :~+or !~  <:I?- 

tern had to counteract the force of gr:!vity. 
While crucial :Idaptivc events iwre t ak in~  place, the 

hnmnn cpinal column did not c'lnnee in accordance 
with new functional demands. Prior to this timc the 
spine w:,s simply 2 length-m;tin4ainin~ r n ~ c h a ~ n i m .  ;I 

connector between the thorax and pelvic girdlc. I: (!id 

not have to deal with flexion stress. The spine there- 
fore experienced nothing but embarrassment when 
had to cope with compression forces as a result 1 

man's new bipedal status. It was not designed to I 

this, that is. hear the body weight. The architectu~ 
modification which was needed was for the spine 
rotate through half a circle, thus reversing itself back 
to front. Unfortunately the process of evolution had 
moved too fast to allow for this adaptive change to 
occur. We may have to wait for some 1 million more 
years for that to happen. - .  

From a functional viewpoint, probably no other part 
of the skeletal system suffers from greater insult than 
the spinal column. The gymnast who constantly does 
the flip, the housewife who goes through countless 
flexioniextension motions and the labourer who sub- 
jects the discs to enormous compression forces are but 
a few examples. Back pain is therefore, probably, a cry 
of protest from heavy overload for which the back was 
not originally designed to withstand. On the other 
hand many veterinarians have been ab!e to 
demonstrate that  quadrupeds like horses, gnat5 2nd 
cats alco suffer from back pain syndromecm6j7 

h'rost authors who have attempted to examine and 
explain this  multifaceted conuvclrutn have directed 
their attention to onc or two facets and have tried to 
nver-cmph;15izc certain aspects of the problem. 

For man?. years the diversity of symptoms emanating 
from the spine puzzled !he medical profession which 
did not recognize their source until Mixter and Rarr's 
work partially clarified the problem in 1934.' Prior to 
this time, Sir William Gowers, the renowned British 
surgeon had in 1904 published a paper in the Britich 





tures in the spine and pelvis and direct pressure caused 
by the gradually enlarging uterus and alterations in 
body  mechanic^.'^ Fortunately, after childbirth the 
problem was solved in most cases. But available 
evidence only gives us a partial understanding of the 
cause or patho-physiology of many cases of back pain. 
The various theories and hypotheses presented are 
ideologically appealing, conceptually glarrTrous, scien- 
tifically dubious and only partially substantiated. 

The mechanistic theory of subluxation enunciated by 
chiropractic has been subjected to scrutiny at various 
times. This theory postulates that back pain is caused 
by interference with nerve transmission due to pres- 
sure, strain or tension upon the spinal cord or spinal 
nerves as a result of body segments of the vertebral 
column deviating from their normal juxtaposition. 
Crelin in 1974 published an interesting paper which 
was geared towards investigating the validity of the 
chiro ractic theory of subluxation in back pain causa- 

l! tion. Crelin is still a Professor of Anatomy and Chair- 
man of the Human Growth and Development Study 
Unit at the Yale University School of Medicine, New 
Haven, U.S.A. He studied the effects of applying stres- 
ses on the cadaverous vertebral columns of 6 in- 
dividuals. The specific purpose of the study was to in- 
vestigate whether there was interference with nerve 
transmission resulting from deviation of the body seg- 
ments of the spine from their normal juxtaposition. 
Metal vises were clamped to the platform of a drill 
press to give support to the experimental spine while a 
compressive force was applied. Crelin found that after 
applying 200 pounds (90.70 kilograms) to the adult 
spine, the relationship of the spinal nerve to its inter- 

vertebral foramen remained unchanged. He even ap- 
plied 1000 pounds (453.50 kilograms) to one of the ver- 
tebrae. Even though this caused a collapse of the ver- 
tebral body, the relationship of the nerve to its interver- 
tebral foramen remained the same. When the spines 
the subjects were maximally twisted, flexed in the f 
ward direction and side-flexed, the spinal nerves L., 

not show any significant sign of pressure. Crelin's study 
experimentally showed that the chiropractic theory of 
subluxation could not be justified. 

The riddle of back pain is dramatized by Nachem- 
son, the world-famous Professor of Orthopaedic 
Surgery. After having being involved in researching 
into the aetiology of back pain for 25 years, he ad- 
mitted that he had not yet found the solution. May I re- 
echo his lament: "No one in the world knows the real 
cause of back pain and I am no exception." 

As a last resort, one may consider the cause of back- 
ache to be psychosomatic. Let it never be forgotten 
that pain which is unrelieved in spite of treatment 
sooner or later produces an anxiety neurosis. Such pain 
cannot be treated by psychological means. The 
psychoneurosis usually clears up spontaneously on 
the physical cause is removed. In a study we conduct( 
here in Ife in 1952 it was shown that there was a si_ 
nificant relationship between stressing life events and 
quality of low back pain.17 Moreover we also found out 
that some patients with certain personality traits ran a 
less good chance of getting well irrespective of treat- 
ment than other patients 

Because back pain is of pluricausal aetiology, chaos 
still reigns in the diagnostic arena with rheuma- 
tologists, neurologists, orthopaedic surgeons, neurosur- 

or- 
did 





early 1960s by Orthopaedist Dr. Lyman Smith in the 
U.S.A., the treatment is designed to dissolve the disc's 
gelatinous pulp and eliminate the need for an opera- 
tion. However, up  till now, there is still intense debate 
about the efficacy of this method. 

It is true that analgesics (aspirin), anti-inflammatory 
drugs (phenybutazone) or  muscle relaxing drugs (chlor- 
mezamone) relieve low back pain. However, they are 
only good when used on  a short-term basis. Chronic use 
of these drugs even in moderate or  therapeutic dosage, 
exposes the user to some risk from undesirable side ef- 
fects. 

It can be seen that the treatment of back pain is not 
easy. Traditional methods of treating this problem in 
the form of heat, massage and exercises still have their 
place but in many instances they bear the tinge of an 
anachronistic approach. Jn many cases they stand as 
relics of the days when back pain was believed to have 
a muscular basis. In addition to what has been said 
before, there is one thing in dealing with the back tnat 
makes it different from other orthopaedic problems. 
T i e  cause of symptoms can rarely be attributed to a 
pathological condition affecting only one structure. In 
other systems in the body i t  is almost always possible 
to ascribe symptoms to  one pathological contlition. 
Symptom5 in the back most often arise from two or  
more pathological conditinns. The  living anatomy of 
the back is so constructed that (1) no single segment of 
the vertebral column moves during normal voluntary 
movement without all the other segment5 moving; and 
(2) the hard structure5 of the spin?, hecause of the 
compactness of the components of the vertebral 

column, seldom are damaged without damage being 
done to the soft tissues supporting them. 

MANIPUll,ATIVE TREATMENT OF RACK PAJN 
My interest in manipulative therapy started during 

my undergraduate days in Englsnd. I observed with dis- 
satisfaction the treatment of patients with back pain 
with traditional modalities at the hospitals where I had 
my clinical training. Some of these patients improved 
but a sizeable number either derived a transient relief 
or  rlone at :111. Many of them became despondent and 
decided to seek relief from their distress by consulting 
oqteopaths, chiropractors and other lay manipulators. ! 
followed up the progress of these patients and dis- 
coirered to my surprise that their visits to these 
manipul;.rtors paid off .  This was a pointer to  t'ile gap in 
my training and T decided to rectiCy this apparent 
dcfisievcy. A major part of m!, presentatior! today is an 
attempt to share w;th you whgt I have learn! since 
those days. 

First, let us look at the origins of this mqdality. 

F-li~torical Raview 
l i e  tllrr:lny has a resvectable history, 

1i;lving hccn practised 1,r famous phx~cicians of old. T h e  
Cirqr clincumentation of this modality pas made by Hiw- 
pocrates, the father of modern medicine who lived he- 
tvlrecn 460-375 R.C. Galen, who lived hetween 262-131 
R.C., ~ ~ ; l f d s  reference to  the mnninu1;ltion of the %nine 
for 2liqnment in a patient follaurin~ trauma to the  

7 7 

neck." Historical evidence from Crete in ?PO A.D., 
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Training for the recognition and avoidance of 
hazards in manual work, for the improvement of co-or- 
dination and handling skill and for the development of 
an awareness of what can be handled without undue ef- 
fort, or tolerated in terms of postural stress without stif- 
fening, is potentially of great value. In Great Britain 
there is a legal requirement to provide training in the 
Health and Safety at Work Act of 1974. 

Pre-employment screening is seldom used specifical- 
ly for preventing back pain, but is generally a routine 
procedure in occupational medicine in Western 
countries. There are a few tests which may be of value 
in routine pre-employment screening either in the 
medical department or in the course of training. These 
include: tests of working capacity; tests of dynamic 
strength of trunk-flexor and of the trunk-extensors; and 
measurements of lumbar sagittal mobility. These are of 
value because deficiency in these tests is commoner in 
those with a previous history of back trouble. 
Moreover, a number of clinical tests are of value in 
predicting recurrence after the first attack and these in- 
clude failure in the sit-up test and weakness or pain on 
resisted hip-flexion. 

RECOMMENDATION 
It is conventional that when a professor delivers his 

inaugural lecture, he makes recommendations to the 
audience. I have two concluding comments: one is a 
recommendation and the other is an advice. 

In view of the prevalence of back pain in the popula- 
tion, the Federal Military Government should examine 
the possibility of instituting a Back Pain Research 

Programme. This exist< in various countries. Examples 
are Great Britain. the United States and Sweden. In- 
du~tries in Nigeria should also make a contribution in 
this direction. 

Over the last 20 years 3 lot has been learnt about 
back pain, Still a lot remains to be learnt. The major 
problem for thz scientific community is still an explana- 
tion as to the actiology of back pain, its genesis, the 
mode of action of manipulation and the scope of its ap- 
plication. The aetiologv of disc disease is still not com- 
pletely understood and the chain of events resulting 
in pain and incapacity is surmised rathcr than 
demonstrated. The intervertebral disc has been sub- 
jccted to a n~lrnber of morphological and chemical in- 
vestications but they have shed no liqht on i5e osipin 
of pain: these investigations have, however, cxpanded 
cur knowledge of the biological events in this avascular 
structure. 

Recent research opportunities generated by the in- 
terest in arid clinical use of dorsal column stimu!ation 
and acupuncture may help to improve the, c~ncentual 
$r ,lc,mrwork l nccecsary to approach the proh!em of the 
treatnient of pain ?ju t  pain continues to h-, a woorlv u n -  
[Jerstood plienomcnon. The r e v  available 
evic!e?c: inciicates 1:i;lt WP do 11ot understand the 
cC411j(3 O r  ~ ; i t i > r ~ ! ~ t l y r ~  ) I O U  of many CP-J'F of back pain. 

My advice is to my young acadenic colleagues. You 
do not need to have two heads to become a professor 
but there are sonie prerequisites: firstly, you must be 
prepared to \vorF: hard; secondly, your research work 
must have direction; rind thirdly, pray for luck. Identify 
an area of research, pur$ue h i s  area with great V ~ ~ O ~ I T  

so that : ~ t  the er.d of the day you would have becrl secn 



to have tried in providing answers to certain questions 
in that particular research area. In my own case, my 
focus in the research area is clear. Out  of my nearly 50 
publications about 35 are in the area of back pain. 
Someone once joked that it was about time 1 was con- 
sidered for a chieftaincy title in Ife. My title should be  
Ato dgciri, eyin of Ife. Again to my junior co1le;igues I 
want to remind you about working hard. In  my own ex- 
ample for instance, I joined the Universit;, in 1972 as a 
Graduate Assistant. I became a Professor eleven years 
later; the first black African to reach such a height in 
that field. And I am very proud to be  an alumnus of 
this University. I will not pretend to be more briliant 
than the next man but I am a hard worker and my work 
has direction. 1 have also had mv own share of luck. 
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